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In the last decade, advocates of sex equity have been accorded some legiti-

macy on the legislative agenda. Numerous laws now mandate nondiscrimination and

imply the possibility of government policy more responsive to women. Indeed,

looking at recent laws and policy pronouncements alone, one might perceive that

significant advances have been made in moving government policy in a direction

of greater accountability to women as well as to men. Administrative theorists

remind us, however, that real policy may be found in bureaucratic practice.
1

Limited gains toward sex equity suggest a reality at odds with seemingly

fairer policy pronouncements. ,Although bureaucratic structures are in place to

provide for equal wages and equality of opportunity, women's economic position

relative to men's has eroded. Enforcement is clearly problematic.
2

Similarly,

within bureaucracies, affirmative action monitoring and advocacy structures are

in place, yet little progress has been made in achieving outcomes envisioned In

original policy. 3 While nondiscrimination in program allocation is mandated in

specific pieces of'legislation as well as in broad civil rights legislation,

data are not even collected to examine program impact by sex or the degree to

which discrimination might exist.
4

Women's policy studies have alluded to implementation problems, but none

have systematically examined the implementation process once policy pronounce-

ments are in place.
5

Public administration and policy studies note frequent

breakdowns, distortions, and delay in the implementation process and warn that

implementation iS far from automatic in this highly politicized process.
6

Bureaucratic resistance to women's programs may be greater than the usual resist-

ance to new mandates--as one study argues.
7

The realization of policy respon-

siveness to women or to equity policy hinges on successful bureaucratic politics

and leveraging, the burden for which falls upon structural units within the
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bureaucracy and constituency pressure from the outside. Such seemingly mundane

matters as developing procedures, penetrating training and budgetary processes,

monitoring, and collecting data, or what some disparagingly refer to as "paper

pushing," are critical to putting policy into practice. Were women's program

units to control significant resources, build useful alliances, and create

appropriate incentives, other parts of the bureaucracy would be more likely to

respond to policy mandates on sex equity.

This study of a women's program examines three matters: first, the legis-

lative and organizational history of Women in Development (WID) within the

Agency for International Development; second, the resources available to the

Women in Development Office within the context of AID politics; and third, the

interaction between the office and outside constituencies at the point of inter-

face, the feminist WID political appointee. The data are derived from the

author's field notes, internal memoranda and documents, and participant observa-

tion.
8

Women's Work: Integral to Development

The vast majority of people in the developing world live in rural areas and

depend on food production for family consumption needs and extra cash through

the sale of suprlus. Women work actively in agricultural production, storage,

crop proci;ssing, trade, and other income-earning activities. Regional United

Nations agencies estimate that women's involvement in agricultural production

is highest in Africa and Asia with women contributing 60-80 percent of the labor,

and next highest in Latin America, with 40 percent of the labor.
9

It is esti-

mated that up to a third of households around the world are headed by women, a

result of migration patterns pulling men toward cities.
10
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Although women's economic activities and household maintenance functions

fall squarely within development concerns of recent decades, development pro-
-

grams are oriented toward men.
11

Prevailing development patterns favor men,

as capital-intensive development strategies push women out of income-earning

labor, and as manufactured goods compete with women's income-earning crafts.
12

Women's access to agricultural extension and credit is always less than men's,

as case studies demonstrate.
13

Women household heads face particularly acute

access problems. New technology bypasses or belatedly addresses women's work.
14

Planners and piactitioners assume that men are the sole providers and that

modernization hires on men assuming the primary productive role. If programs

exist for women, they tend to be narrowly oriented toward their roles as mothers

and wives, for example, family planning and traditional home economics. Except

in the most industrialized countries, gaps exist in literacy and educational

r

achievement between the sexes.
15

A consequence of these patterns is that men acquire disproportionate

access to and control over fundamental information, resources, and opportunities

which affect people's life chances, material welfare and opportunities. Thus,

development not only ignores women, but also tends to increase disparities between

the sexes. Male preference. is expected to take its toll on women's productivity,

program effeiveness,.and ultimately, development.

The essence of a Women in Development approach is to ascertain what women actu-

ally want and do within a society and provide them with opportunities, skills, and re-

sources to enhance that participation. Moreover, when new opportunities are avail-

able, they are to be made available to women as well as men, and girls as well as boys.

In fullknarlecte of the tendency to bypass or exclude women and female household heads,

a woman-sensitive program would design specific strategies to involve women. The

WID strategy rests on creating more rational and even handed planning which takes
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into account the sex division of labor, fair returns for labor, and the equitable

infusion of new opportunities and resources to all members of a given community.
16

Women in Development Policy in AID

In recognition of how women have been excluded, even disadvantaged, by past

nation.1 and international development efforts, the Percy Amendment to the Foreign

Assistance Act in 1973 established as policy for AID that women are to be inte-

grated in development.efforts.
17

AID's response to the Congressional mandate was

Policy Determination No. 60 in 1974, which specified that strategies to include
0

women were to be part of all Agency plans, sector assessments, preliminary and

final project papers.

A'Women In Development (WID) Office was created in 1974. Under the most

recent reorganization it has moved from the highly visible location attached to

the Administrator's office to the policy bureau of the Agency. The WID office

is responsible for reviewing Agency plans and projects to assure that women are

integrated, for monitoring Agency progress, and for working with other interna-

tional donors and organizations. In conjunction 1th these tasks, its five pro-

fessionals attend project reviews and track Agency budgetary commitments. The

office has also sponsored policy-oriented research, conferences, and the develop-

ment of a roster of experts who can provide technical assistance in project

design, implementation, and evaluation. A policy bureau'office, such as WID,
4

does not.fund projects in the field. Rather, projects are identified in the

field (i.e., AID missions in collaboration with host country governments) and

funded primarily through the regional bureaus. Two types of AID projects have

been identified in the WE'D monitoring system: women-specific projects, in which

women are the central focus, and women's components of projects, which are

6
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strategies to involve women in larger AID projects.L_

AID: The Organization

AID, the major U.S. bilateral economic foreign assistance organization, was

created in 1962. AID supports development projeCts in over sixty countries; de-

centralized field missions coordinate these efforts with relevant host country

officials. AID/Washington is organized into nine bureaus, the following six of

which are relevant here: four regional bureaus (Latin America-Caribbean, Africa,

Asia, and Near East), the Development Support Bureau (the technical assistance

bureau), and Program and Policy Coordination (the policy bureau). Several layers

of political appointees help to make the Agency more responsive to executive and

Congressional mandates.
18

In 1973 and thereafter, CongreS's mandated a variety of "New Directions" for

AID which ostensibly provide a supportive policy context for women in development.,

AID was mandated to reach the "rural poor majority" in equitable development

strategies designed to meet basic human needs in health, education, and nutrition.

What this meant in concrete terms was a shift from capital-intensive orientations,

such as large construction projects, to more labor-intensive strategies emphasiz -

ing agriculture, farm-to-market roads, water, and elementary education in rural

areas.

Integrating women in development promotes the full realization of an equi-

table development strategy. First, women's propOrtional economic contribution

to household maintenance is highest among low-income families where survival

depends on the active participation of all members.
19

Moreover, female headed

households are often disproportionately concentrated among the low-income seg-

ments of society. Development strategies which include women tend to address
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low- income households within a society, whether female or male headed. Yet

growth with equity should not be conceptualized in economic class terms alone,

but also in terms of sex equity. Any strategy which disproportionately favors

men cannot be considered an equitable approach.

AID is a politically vulnerable organization operating in an extremely

uncertain task environment.
20

Knowledge about development is uneven, data on

rural areas are nearly nonexistent, and implementation occurs across numerous

vertical organizational layers and horizontal national boundaries. Foreign aid

has been termed one of those few cases where close to zero-growth has been the

norm for 25 years.
21

Massive RIFs (Reductions in Force) have reduced he num-

ber of AID employees, from a peak of over 17,000 a decade ago, to 6,000 in the

current period. Yearly scrambles to "save the budget" and periodic concerns

with Agency survival itself consume executive energy.

Congress has imposed scores of requirements on AID, a veritable repository

of special interests, which pull AID in potentially contradictory directions.

Some are designed to protect U.S. interests and others, to promote progressive

developmental thinking. These diverse goals can be found in the lengthy check-

list of Congressional requirements attached to each finalized Project Paper

(the second stage of project design). In the late 1970s, these requirements

numbered not less than 62 items. WID is one of many new goals, and its moni-

toring mechanisms coexist with others, all of which culminate in an overburdened

system.
22

Besides the widespread, unpopular perception of foreign aid as a "give

away program," AID lacks a strong supportive U.S. political constituency.
23

Due

to limited knowledge about development, AID is subject to easy sniping, and serves
(1

"as a target--in a way the State Department never could--for criticism of U.S.

8



foreign policy.
u24

The absence of a U.S. program beneficiary constituency has

7

been linked to AID's extensive reliance on outside contracting for technical

assistance, to its numerous reorganizations, and to what Anthony Downs terms

"excessive rigidity" because it lacks constructive negative feedback from its

beneficia4es who are outside the political system.
25

While these characteristics imply general difficulties for AID in the Con-
.

gressional authorization and appropriation process, they also suggest a certain

receptivity to new constituencies, such'as those which advocate women in develop-1

,went. AID seeks and is potentially responsive to groups which support the
. .

organization in the legislative process.

AID's Performance on Integrating Women

The extent to which AID has integrated women in development is, measurable,

but slight. The WID office has survived, but has faced periodic calls for aboli-

tion, including one in the 1979 Heritage Foundation report to the new Reagan

administration. Each AID Project Paper is required to have a "woman-impact"

statement (rather than a strategy to involve women, as the Policy Determination

states), and the Social Soundness Analysis, required since 1975 for all projects,

theoretically considers the division of labor, diffusion, and distribution

patterns within communities affected by projects. Woman-impact statements,

usually no more than a paragraph, tend to be recycled from document to document

and are perceived as "boilerplate," in Agency terms. Representatives ofthe

WID office, or WID rekesentatives in the regional bureaus, raise questions

about women's involvement in projects at project review meetings, two of which

are held for each project. Initially, those comments and. questions were greeted

With laughter, even from committee chairpersons, but they are now treated more

9
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, seriously. Guidance on integrating women is found in Agency handbooks. Internal

training addresses the WID issue along with a host of other new issues mandated

ty COngress.

Quantitative assessments of_Agency performance are more difficult to acquire,

but they indicate some degree of progress. Women constitute 13 percent of AID-

supported international trainees from AID - assisted countries which represents an

increase from the 4 percent of trainees who were women at the time of the man-

date, but matches the percentage reached in tha early 1960s. Regional Stireau

budgetary commitment to women in development has grown. The WID office tracking

system estimates, based on responses from AID field missions on women-specific

and women's components of projects, that 3 percent of regional bureau budgets

are devoted to, integrating, women in development. Agriculture, Nutrition, and

Rural Development is the largest development sector, to which just over half of

AID bilateral resources are devoted. In an assessment of seven agricultural

extension and credit document sets, strategies to reach and includevwomen were

found in less than 10 percent of those projects.
26

In many of those projects

with strategies, pre-mandate Prophases on traditional home economics rather than

attention to women as producers were cothmon.

Although policy is firmly in place, actual implementation is minimal. An

examination of internal power resources, leverage capabilities, and external

pressure reveals why.

Bureaucratic Politics

According to the "bureaucratic politics" model, government action is a

result of bargaining among players positioned hierarchically in government,

The probability of success in bureaucratic games depends on bargaining

10
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advantages, skill,,and Nill'in using resources. Biasing the outcome of bureaur

cratic political games are organizational routines and stan6ard operating pro-'

cedures.
24

The Women in.Development Office's prospects for effective bargaining are

dependenp upon its power resources, activities, and alliances. The four re-

sources examined here include: expertise, control over material resources, struc-

tural location /and internal alliance building.
.,

Implementation occurs,in response to appropriate incentives. The strength

'of positive incentives ranges on a continuum fro prescription, weakest oLl.incen-
,--

tives, to resource provision alone (what Bardach calls "enabling ") to resource

provision tied to performance. Negative incentives, such as sanctions in the

form of veto capability or funding termination, are potentially strong molders

of behavior, but may incur ill will and even new, more subtle forms of resistance.

Moreover, they are vulnerable to political pressure.and are rendered meaninglets

if applied inconsistently or infrequently'.
28

Expertise

In bureaucracy, expertise implies specialized knowledge about a policy,

program, or sector. For the WID office that specialization is realized in the

power to define, monitor, and supply studies on women. The WID office has the

power to define, within the boundaries of the legislative mandate, whether pro-

jects are legitimately labeled "WID" and it reports this information to Congress.

While the supply, of studies is primarily an "enabling incentive," the capacity

to gather and report data to Congress on Agency compliance is an incentive more

firmly tied to performance A 1978 Congressional amendment to the International

Development Food and Assistance Act (Section 108) provided the incentive for
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the Agency to "prove" it spends $10 million on women in development. The dead-
,

lines imposed in quarterly reporting to Congress add more leverage to the WID

office information requests than its limited authority warrants. Monitoring with

targeted, quantifiable goals provides a stronger incentive to change behavior

and increase compliance than mere qualitative improvement. Yet the $10 million

is itself a goal representing only minimal commitment, or less than 1 percent of

regional bureau spending.

Legislative language on WID in 1974, 1977, and 1978 stresses women's economic

ration.
29

As spelled out in the AID Special. Concerns Code definition, a

Jett labeled WID must increase women's participation, opportunities, and

\
income-earningicaparties. Explicitly excluded from the WID definition are

.. .
<.-

those projects in which women are recipients of goods (such as contraceptives

.)=
.,

aryl health projects) ocof food and services for themselves or their children.

The,, concept has unevenly
.

penetrated central and regfonai bureaus as well as
Q i.

" field missions. -In parSt, this is the result of an overload of new special con-

, .

kerns and the periodic revision ofd efinitions. More important, however, is the
.... , q r

limite agreement about
-

whether the definition Of women in development should

stress direct participabKon in produc iv activity. Because of its small staff
. o

and inability to observe'iAther mission regponses-are legitimate WID efforts,

the WID office, is dependeit upon verbiage frAID field missions.

The provision of substantive policy, ,/rogfam, and tioject-oriented data is
/

a potential. power resource. With monies budgeked for the, funding of

policy-oriented research, the WID office has emphated the documentation of

women as decision makers, heads of households, employees (or self-employed), and

1

participants in sector-specific development issues such as agriculture, forestry

and water.
30

WID-supported studies, enabling staff to plan, design, and

12
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implement projects with more comprehensive information, reduce the burden on

missions to fund studies and thus serve aspositive incentives to WID permeation.

Academic studies also lend legitimacy. Yet there appears to be a tendency toward

requiring more data on women than on men or "demanding particularly strong docu-

mentation that a program for women is really needed."
31

This pattern can serve .

4
to delay implementation o: the WID concept.

For all the WID office's at..ention to scholarly documentation of women's

work and decision making as it elates to AID acitivities, the widespread reaction

to WID is not a recognition of pertise, but rather, an ideological association

with some of the more uncomplimentary perceptions of late 1960s feminism. Agency

personnel frequently complain that WID is a "women's lib issue being use to ex-

port U.S. ideas, rather than an issue grounded in development and/or equity justi-

fications. Among those ambivalent about or somewhat receptive to the concept,

the recentness of the academic literature, its straddling across several disci-

plines, and its "ghettoization" in women's studies reduce its credibility. Fur-

thermore, WID is sometimes trivialized. In testimony before Congress, a Repre-

sentative repeatedly tried to prompt and extend the words "male chavinism" and

"male chauvinist pigs" to the WID Coordinator's comments, to which she replied,

"it's your term, not mine.-
32

Several grounds are used to justify resistance toward WID. First, WID is

accused of being "social engineering," a label not accorded other equity-oriented

development strategies, family planning, or the encouragement of private invest-

ment. This is in part derived from the prevailing "public-private" distinction

prevalent in U.S. political culture which lodges women in the "private" sphere

and rejects government interference in that sphere.33 Second, support for WID

is assumed to be anti-family. As one regional bureau agricultural office once

13
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commented, "I'm not interested in WID; I'm interested in families." Third, women

in development as a concept is distorted and/or personalized. According to the

former WID Deputy Coordinator, AID agriculturalists sometimes perceive women's

labor on family farms as "abnormal, an incursion into . . . a male sphere." A

senior agricultural specialist in AID once stated, "the happiest day of my life

was when my mother no longer had to go out to help in the fields" back on his

family's midwestern farm.
34

The term Women in Development also lends itself to

tedious joking about the absence of a "men in development" program or comments

on how "I'd like to develop a woman."

Complicating the reaction to WID is the gender composition of the office.

The WID office is currently an all-woman office in an Agency where most profes-

sionals are men and most clerical staff are women. Numerous studies of token

group members demonstrate the special performance pressures to which tokens or

small proportions of physically different people are subject.
35

A woman pro-

fessional's personal style takes on extraordinarily significant dimensions in

determining receptivity to the issue. An earlier WID Coordinator is remembered

as "abrasive," a characteristic that has lingering association with the issue.

In sum, the power of WILD expertise is substantially dimmed in the AID con-

text. While WID has the power to define and monitor Agency performance on the

issue, and with the 1978 amendment, to tie Agency performance to compliance,

the vague definition and dependency on - mission responses render the resources

less meaningful. The emphasis on expertise and legitimacy through academic

studies is insufficient to mute the strong ideological and personalistic

responses to the issue and its supporters. Implementation analysts have argued

that "when oversight is taken seriously, it generates pressures to develop indi-

cators of program performance.
"36

AID evaluations, however, rarely disaggregate

14
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data by sex. Thus, it it difficult to determine whether women even participate

in projects, much less whether project impact is positive, negative, or neutral.

Financial Resources

Although the WID office is charged with the broad mandate to integrate

women through project review, studies, linkage with constituents, and interna-

tional coordination, its annual program budget has been limited to $1 million

or less since inception. As a result, WID exhorts other bureaus to commit

resources ("jawboning") to implement its mandate. Thus, WID's limited resource

base precludes it from playing much more than a prescriptive role, one of the

weakest of incentives. Moreover, the existence of an average of five profes-

sionals in an agency of thousands is a limited staff resource base for promoting

prescriptive efforts.

The "no friends" testimony to Congress illustrates how jawboning alOne,

without funding reinforcement, is a weak base from which to diffuse new values

and concepts. As the WID Coordinator testified, "The missions have come to us . .

and we have said no. We have not made friends that way, with things they want

to finance, new opportunities.
"37

At those hearings, the WID constituency sub-

mitted an amendment which would have earmarked $10 million for WID activities to
O

be divided between the WID office and WID projects in sector offices. Fear was

expressed that the money designated would be the only money spent on women, re-

sulting in a separate program at the expense of an integrated concept. These

concerns formed part of the amendment's legislative history and caused some later

confusion in interpretation. The AID General Counsel's office determined that the

amendment constituted minimum funding levels, rather than a financial source

for new activities over which the WID office had influence. Had the WID

15
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constituency foreseen this interpretation to target a goal rather than supply

new resources, a larger goal would have been set. Other confusions resulted

from this interpretation; missions perceived that WID was budgeted more gener

ously and were dismayed to have their requests to WID for small projects denied.

The WID office continues to lack monetary incentives to promote compliance.

Structural Location

Office locations provide clues about their formal authority and the timing

of participation in bureaucratic politics. AID periodically undergoes reorgani

zation, and WID has moved from its initial location in the Administrator's

office to the policy bureau. This movement is logical for new mandates, but

location in policy forestalls the possibility of supplying technical assistance

and pilot project monies (typically available in technical bureau offices).

A 1974 internal memorandum requested responses from a variety of bureaus

about the appropriate location for the WID office. In the six organizational

proposals made in 1974, no bureau or office recommended placement in itself.

- These responses run contrary to "bureaucratic imperialism" which is said to

characterize agency stances, and they suggest an early inhospitability to the

issue.
38

Although turf conflict is portrayed in the administration literature

as dysfunctional, the absence of conflict over or demand for housing a function

suggests a worse fate, that of marginality.

Although the WID office plays a legitimate representative role at project

review meetings, it lacks the authority to veto projects as is the case for

other special concerns such as environment.WID can raise doubts about the pro

ject which may shatter the consensus and delay or forestall the project. How

ever, WID "success," realized in terms of blockage, "wins no friends" among

mission staff.

16
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WID's small staff is hard pressed to read all the often more

than inch-thick project documents and to attend the hundredsof review committees

scheduled in the course of a year for the various bureaus. Massive time require-

ments have forced the WID office to prioritize attendance into sectors, missions,

and project types. One prime priorsity is the women-specific project, which

tends to be a small-scale pilot model focusing on women to help them "catch up."

By default, the WID office is its prime supporter--support which ties-the office

to an unpopular project type. Women-specific projects are typically reviewed

with special scrutiny. Detailed questions are raised about what is an extremely

low budgeted project in Agency terms ($25,000 to $1 million); reviews take

longer and require more justification and rewrites. In a typical example, one

bureau spent 1 1/2 hours in a committee over a $50,000 women-specific proposal

and a half hour over a $10 million regular AID project. As a form of "compensa-

tory policy," women-specific projects arouse resentment; nevertheless, the

level of relative funding is far less than the heady term connotes.

WID's formal authority and location provide it with few resources for

leverage and bargaining. Indeed, its responsibilities are more than its limited

authority warrants.

Allies

Alliance-building is crucial for establishing the base, momentum, and

capacity for expanding the incentive structures for compliance. The mandate to

"integrate" necessarily requires ties with offices that will draw.the issue

into their scope of responsibility. Several sets of allies to women in develop-

ment would be logical in a development oriented agency, stemming from both their

functions and the extent to which AID success aid!, in advancing their own
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efforts. Among these are sector-specific offices, process representatives,

women, and WID representatives in other bureaus and the missions. Logical

allies do not always overlap with actual allies, however.

Sector-specific offices which oversee areas in which women are active, or

in which women's disadvantage is apparent, are logical allies of WID. Yet this

alliance depends on the regular supply of data which focus attention on the

issue. Although women's involvement in water collection, agriculture, forestry,

and rural development generally is extensive, it is unpaid and/or included as

undifferentiated "family labor;" no data are regularly supplied to those offices

which specify women's involvement. The technicians who dominate those sectors

have limited awareness of the social science or women's studies literature that

document that participation. In contrast, the education sector staff, regularly

confronted with easily accessible data on sex differences in literacy and edu-

cational achievement now mainstreamed into general documents, have an interest

in women in development. Those sectors in which traditional women's concerns are

addressed, such as health and population, also represent potential allies.

Certain new sector issues such as renewable energy have periodically allied with

WID, becauge of women's fuel collection activities and fuel use in cooking.

While some technicians continue to doubt whether women farm, trade, earn income,

or head households, women's near universal cooking responsibility requires no

alteration of assumptions.

"PrOcess" representatives who are responsible for social analysis in pro-

jects and evaluation of impact on people might be expected to serve as allies.

Well within their jurisdiction would be analysis of the sex division of labor

and differential benefit distribution by sex. Yet these concerns are frequently

unrecognized in preference for using the household as a unit of analysis with

1 8
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the assumption that men universally head households. An agricultural program,

based on radio communication in Central American highland communities where

women are agriculturalists, began shows with "Buenos Dias, Senor Agricultor."

Not only did communication aimed at men continue throughout the project, but

the bias escaped even the evaluation. Moreover, this "successful" project

model was further disseminated in a special studies monograph.
39 N

As is evident, not all social analysts are familiar with the literature

on women and development. Moreover, measurement tools and indicators on women

and women's participation are far from developed. Much of women-Ls work is

unpaid, yet agricultural work, water, and fuel collection contribute to production

for consumption and sale. Without easily identified monetary labels for work,

other methods for assessing work such as time-budget methodology become complex,

costly, and time-consuming to collect.

Regardless of their office and tasks, women tend to be more supportive of

WID than men. The WID office sponsors briefings, discussions, and lectures on

the issue and notifies both men and women. Yet women predominate at meetings.

For example, for an August 1979 series of four briefin6 from policy-oriented

researchers, over a hundred persons were notified, 53 percent of them men.

Approximately 25 persons attended each session, many of whom were consistent

attenders of WID briefings. In two sessions, there were no men and in two

others, one and three, respectively. In an Agency where more than nine out of

ten senior officials and executives are male, alliances limited to women

restrict the pool of powerful supporters.

WID representatives are located in the regional bureaus and in AID field

missions. The former are assigned approximately 50 percent of their time to

the issue, while the latter, 5' to 10 percent. 'The WID officers vary in their
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interest in, commitment to, and knowledge of women in development. The WID

office does not formally participate in their selection, and loyalties tend to

be with the geographic bureau and mission. Consequently, there is little con-

sensus among WID officers about the meaning of women in development.

Opportunities present themselves for making new allies at meetings, through

internal Agency media and conferences. Support from top-level administrators

can also build support at middle and lower 1e -: is and provide incentives for

Agency staff to respond to the issue. Former AID Administrator Governor Gilligan

gave support in the form of speeches to -outside groups, but WID never consti-

tuted an Agency budget priority. A former Deputy Administrator publicly stated

in a meeting where the argument about women being disadvantaged by development

was advanced, "Isn't that the silliest thing you've ever heard?"
40

The Adminis-

trator appointed by Carter, however, sponsored a guidance cable to missions

(drafted for him by WID and its allies) offering several positive incentives,

including technical assistance and budget prioritization.,

To the extent other offices take on the responsibility of Women in Develop-

ment, the burden on a women's program office with limited resources is relieved

and the prospects for genuine integration are heightened. Movement toward that

integration exists, but is uneven.

Constituency Links

As Allison and Szanton describe, interests can be vested within a bureau-

cracy, but influence does not automatically follow from vesting. Rather, it

arises from linkage to sources of power outside government.
41

All), like other public organizations, depends on constituencies for its

health in the authorization and appropriation process.
42

Given its political

vulnerability and public unpopularity, AID is especially dependent on diverse

constituency support. The strongest constituency group for WID, the Coalition

V

0
U
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for Women in International Development (hereafter referred to as the Coalition),

drew much of its early strength from a key liberal supporter of foreign aid, the

League of Women Voters. Women researchers in U.S. universities, particularly in

agricultural universities, also represent a significant const ency.,

A crucial interface between internal Agency offices and outside constit-

uencies is found in ,leadership, in this case study a feminist Carter appointee

with strong ties to the women's movement. She has engaged in a variety of con-

stituency-strengthening and mobilization efforts which provide leverage for

bureaucratic politics within the Agency.

The WID appointee is a self-defined feminist who believes women, both in

the U.S. and in developing countries, must be politically empowered to make

claims upon government on their own terms. Reaction to feminism within AID is

generally negative, and the term itself is assiduously avoided in Agency dealings.

Feminists have argued that organizational structure and leadership

style,
43

should be participant, nurturant, and sharing of information and re-

sources. Such values place strong performance pressures on feminist appointees

responding to a feminist-constituency. \Compounding that pressure is the per-

formance pressure placed co lore, visible tokens, or small proportions of female

professionals in male-controlled bureaucracies, as mentioned earlier. Indeed,

the WID appointee faced the triple constraints of being a woman executive

vastly outnumbered by men counterparts, who is a feminist promoting sex equity

policy in a women's program office. She was quite conscious of the divergent

pulls offeminist and AID program responsibilities. As she stated in a

Radcliffe-sponsored panel on Women and Power:
44

2 $
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am too much of a feminist, I lose credibility as a policy
maker and manager. If I am not enough of a feminist, I lose
credibility In my job, which is to help women overseas. I lose
credibility with those outside whom I need to do my job effec-
tively.

The Coalition, representing eighty organizations (such as church and women's

groups as well as private voluntary organizations) and fifty individual members,

creates visibility for WID and affirms outside support for WID both to Congress

and to top AID officials. Since 1977, the Coalition has made regular visits to

top officials in AID to discuss efforts both to integrate women in development

and to increase female professional staffing. That year, ten calls were made to

bureau heads and office directors. A Task Force for Revisits to AID Administra-

tors and Office Directors plans female delegation visits to administrators with

pre-submitted questions. In early 1979, a WID office memorandum briefed the

head of the policy bureau about the WID Coalition and provided possible responses

to their questions. Besides visiting administrators, members of the Coalition

testify in hearings before Congress. That testimony tends to be more critical

than that coming from the WID Coordinator and her Deputy, who must demonstrate

a certain degree of Agency loyalty.

Coalition activities have ripple effects, both in private voluntary organi-

zations which constitute part of the coalition and run development projects°

overseas, and in other networks such as those ad hoc coalitions that form around

various U.N. conferences including the FAO World Conference on Agrarian Reform

and Rural Development, the Conference on Science and Technology for Development,

and the several Decade for Women conferences.

The WID Coordinator also extended ties to women researchers and practitioners

at U.S. agricultural universities. The WID- sponsored Women and Food Conference
o

in 1978 strengthened the tie between women and a major AID development sector.

772
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Later that year, another smaller conference within AID was designed to enhance

participants' understanding of AID and the WID literature. Participants at that

second conference developed a set of recommendations to'the Agency, for which

an official response was made and later disseminated to missions--activities

which heighten WID visibility. Rosters of women-sensitive persons who can

serve on project design and implementation teams have been developed at various

schools. However, women at those schools are often isolated into separate

'- departments and disciplines, making it difficult for them to penetrate the

decision making and allocation processes. Even among potential WID supporters,

there is some tension between home economists and social scientists.

The WID Coordinator also attempted to build a constituency among women in

development researchers. Such attempts were fraught, however, with the typical

problems associated with practitioner-researcher relationships. Policy makers

and researchers come from different traditions, with the former operating in a

shorter time frame than the latter. They each speak and write a different

language, creating reporting barriers which obscure research results.
45

Coming

from a political rather than research background, the WID Coordinator had a

continuing skepticism about researchers, but recognized the ability of scholarly

literature to legitimize the issue to the broader development community.

Unlike the former Coordintor who drew research from consultants in the

Washington, D.C. area, the current Coordinator developed liaison with scholarly

researchers froM around the country, many of whom were isolated in their own

institutions. These efforts were partially a result of the background and ori-

entation of the former Deputy Coordinator, herself a scholar and valued for'the

-netowrk she brought to the office.

23
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A series of networking sessions were sponsored in 1977 and thereafter, at

which discussions were held on research and gaps in the literature. Little

consensus was achieved, due to disparate orientations, with some, researchers

concerned with the New International Economic Order, othes with third world

women themselves defining gaps, and still others interested in short-term

policy concerns amenable to AID actici. WID policy makers, however, were not

iu a position to alter the international economic order, and some researchers

were unwilling to participate in an effort that appeared to only marginally

address a wider problem.

A major problem_with mobilization strategies is the potential competition

and tension among organizations for limited resources. Already diverse, but

initially diffuse, groups tend toward what has been termed the "hybridization

46
of interests." The constituency factionalized around special research con-

cerns, sectors, and perspectives, and the WID office was unable to respond and

support that diversity, given its own vulnerability. The WID Office was per-

ceived by conetiruents to have a substantial budget, with high expectations

about probabilities of funding for proposals submitted; the confusion over the

$10 million added to that perception. The existence of program money, whatever

the amount, stimulates the mentality for getting a "piece of the action," which

highly problematic with small .ums available and the resulting need to reject

numerous proposals. An acute sensitivity develops over choice criteria in

proposal funding and office priorities.. A wide net is cast to build momentum

for an issue, but with limited resources, few are satisfied.

9 4
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Conclusion

Clearly, WID resources for influencing internal bureaucratic politics are

quite limited. A program budget of $1 million to turn around a multi-billion

dollar agency is small, as are five professional staff in an agency of thousands.

The WID office is constrained in its structural location to an exhorter role,

rather than as a supplier of technical assistance or project monies. Monitoring

is extraordinarily difficult, and the data produced are not always reliable,

due to dependency on resistant field missions for whom paper compliance is a

developed art. Despite these resource shortages, WID has been able to formulate

alliances and generate academic literature which in turn sparks interest and

. builds credibility in the agency and in other institutions.

Given these resource limitations, the importance of outside constituencies

to catalyze demands in AID and elsewhere is clear. The energy invested in

mobilization is not without costs, however. That time detracts from direct WID

efforts within AID. Permanent staff are some/hat resentful about political

"interference," and some perceive WID as "purely political." Moreover, resources

spent for outside groups detract from resources available for missions, technical

assistance and other services to the AID field. Yet, without outsider constit-

uency ties, particularly given that special attitudinal resistance WID seems to

encounter. WID could all too easily dissipate. Maintaining an appropriate

balance is a delicate matter. The WID office is caught between the fundamental

need for diverse constituencies and the need to prove to internal AID offices

that its priorities lie in those offices.

While resistance to new mandates is a typical bureaucratic stance, women's

programs face special and unique forms of resistance as this case demonstrates.

Detractors personalize their hostility. The effort to legitimate the issue

2z.)
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acftiemically is made complex with long-standing research traditions which exclude

LYrimen and collect little or no data on their work., From its inception, adequate

resources and staff were not appropriated, suggestive of "symbolic politics," or

the use of policy to Tlacate the public and/or conitituencies.48 Overlaying all

this is the tokenism which women professionals face in male-dominated bureau-

cracies. All this implies a deep and profound pattern of resistance, for which

special and unique compliance strategies will be necessary. Unless equity

policy is put into practice, equity policy will, have been but,a fleeting,

symbolic gesture and not part of government standard operating procedure and

therefore impact on people.
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